
Will We Know Each Other When We Meet? 

Family Search Memories 
Did you know you have a gallery … a big beautiful amazing gallery where you can store 

your photos, documents, stories and audio files? 

This gallery is your MEMORY MUSEUM OF AWESOME! The memories stored in your 

gallery can be tagged & shared in the memories section of the family search record of 

your deceased family members in your family tree. 

BEFORE YOU COME TO CLASS… Download the Following Apps on Your Phone 

 

Family Search Tree Family Search Memories 

 

 

Question #1: What can you include in your MEMORIES GALLERY? 

Answer: Just about everything

 

Photos 

Records 

Documents 

Personal Histories 

Journals 

Stories 

Audio Recording 

Recipes 

And so much more! 

 

Question #2: 

Can you use the Family Search Tree & Family Search Memories apps to fill your 

gallery (Memory Museum of Awesome) on the web version of Family Search? 

Answer: YES – YES – YES! Come to class and learn how! 

 

Question #3: How do I add photos and other images to my Gallery? 

1. While signed in to FamilySearch.org, hover over Memories, and click Gallery. 
2. Click the plus sign (+) in the green circle. 
3. Drag and drop content from your computer to the screen, or click Choose Files.  
4. Each photo still has to be tagged individually, but the amount of content you upload at 

once is up to you. 
 

Question #4: How do I create a NEW memory with photos? 
1. While signed in to FamilySearch.org, hover over Memories, and click Gallery. 
2. Click the plus sign (+) in the green circle. 
3. Click Create a Story.   
4. Enter your story and its title. 
5. Include any photos. 

o Click Upload Photo to select from your computer files. 
o Click Select from Gallery to attach photos already present on FamilySearch. 
o Click the plus sign (+) that appears beneath the original photos to add additional 

ones. 

 

  



Question #5: How do I add a previously created personal history? 
1. If the history has been saved as a PDF file use the steps listed in Question #3. 
2. If the history is saved as a word or other text file use the steps listed in Question #4 and 

create a new story. Title the story whatever with the name of the history you are 
including 

3. Copy the text from the previous document and paste into the newly created story 

 

Question #6: 

How do I tag a memory in my gallery so that it shows up in other people’s memories?   

1. Click the Memories tab, and then the Photos link. Then click the photo to open it. Note 

that untagged photos have a box displaying the words “tag photo” to remind you about 

tagging. 

2. Click on a person's face in the photo you want to tag. 

3. Drag and size the picture frame that appears until it surrounds the head area in the 

photo. 

4. In the "Who is in this memory?" field, type the person's name and then select it from the 

list that appears (or select "Add New" if none of the names is a match). Now when you 

move the mouse over that person in the photo in Memories, the Tag appears with the 

person's name. 

 

 

  
Question #7: 

What else can I do with my photos, documents and other memories in Family Search? 

 

View 

Add Title 

Tag 

Rotate 

Download 

Share on Social Media 

Copy & share URL 

Add to Album 

Add to Likes 

Change to document 

Change to photo 

Move to ARCHIVE 

Add event date 

Add event place 

Add memory description 

Add a story 

Tagging Memories 101: The difference between tagging living & deceased people 
 
Deceased people 
If you tag a memory to a deceased person in Family Search, it is easy to find: 

 People who are signed in to FamilySearch.org can see it in Family Tree and in the 
Memories section of FamilySearch. 

 Anyone can share it through social media, email, and direct URL links. 
  
Living people 
If you tag a memory to a living person in Family Search, it is harder to find than a memory 
attached to a deceased person: 

 Only the submitter can see it in Family Tree and in the Memories section of 
FamilySearch. 

 The submitter can share the memories through social media, email, and direct links. 
Once shared, the receiver can share the memory with others. 

 


